Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) is often used to simulate thermal conductivity (κ). A steady state heat current and corresponding temperature gradient are created computationally over a simulation cell of thousands of atoms. This paper advocates a variation that gives directly κ(q) at q = 2π/Lz, where Lz = Nza is the long dimension of the simulation cell, and κ(q) is the Fourier transform of the non-local κ(z − z ) that relates J(z) to ∇T (z ). The algorithm is tested on the Lennard-Jones (LJ) liquid and crystal, and is efficient for extraction of the macroscopic κ = Limq→0κ(q). Peierls-Boltzmann theory gives (in relaxation-time approximation) a closed-form expression for κ(q) that can be used to study how the q-dependent NEMD results can be expected to converge towards the bulk κ in the small q limit. A frequency-dependent relaxation rate 1/τQ ∝ ω 2 Q is used for detailed comparison with simulation. For an isotropic cell (Nx = Ny = Nz), the behavior is κ(q) = κ − A × q 1/2 . For the more typical anisotropic cell with one length (Nz) large compared to the others, there is an additional term ∝ q −1/2 /NxNy. This divergent contribution disappears in the bulk limit. Strategies for extrapolation of simulations are suggested.
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation works for insulators at temperature T high enough that quantum lattice dynamics is well approximated by classical Newtonian trajectories. It has the advantage of treating interatomic forces beyond harmonic theory without requiring perturbation theory. For thermal conductivity 1,2 κ = Lim q→0 κ(q) of a crystal 3 , the biggest difficulty is that small ω Q modes have long mean free paths Λ Q . This means that the current J at one location z depends on temperature T and temperature gradient −∇T at distant locations z . The linear relation between J(z) and −∇T (z ) is the non-local conductivity κ(z−z ). The long range of |z − z | means rapid variation of κ(q) with q and difficulty taking the q → 0 limit.
Although non-locality of κ is certainly implicitly acknowledged, it is rarely 4 regarded as a direct topic of study.
The main methods of MD used for κ are the Green-Kubo (GK) and the "direct method," also known as "non-equilibrium molecular dynamics" (NEMD). These are compared, for example, in Refs. 2 and 5. The GK method computes κ via equilibrium fluctuations averaged over a large supercell with periodic boundaries. The NEMD method involves external heat which drives the system from equilibrium. The unit cell is elongated in the direction of heat flow, and periodic in the perpendicular directions. Equal heat input and output allows a steady state. Heating and cooling are isolated in separate regions, and "bulk" conduction occurs in between, if the separation is large enough.
Here we argue that a direct study of κ(q) is both warranted and useful for finding the bulk κ = Lim q→0 κ(q) by NEMD. The Peierls "Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE) 6, 7 is well adapted 3 for study of κ(q). This paper does four things. First, a particular version of the standard NEMD is analyzed, where the long direction of heat flow is also treated with periodic boundaries (with length L, and discrete slabs perpendicular.) Heat is added in one slab, and removed at an equal rate from another slab a distance L/2 away, fixing the steady state heat current J. The thermal conductivity κ eff (L) is the of ratio of J to the temperature gradient −∇T (mid) at the mid-point. A rigorous, but complicated, relation between κ eff (L) and κ(q) is worked out. Second, a method is developed for direct MD simulation of κ(q), by applying and extracting heat in a sinusoidal pattern 3 . This allows a better-controlled approach to the bulk limit. We argue that this method also has numerical advantages over more traditional simulation protocols. Third, convergence of κ(q) towards κ is studied by NEMD simulation for the Lennard-Jones (LJ) liquid and crystal. Fourth, κ(q) is studied by the BTE, using a Debye approximation (ω Q = v| Q| and 1/τ Q = (1/τ D )(ω Q /ω D )
2 ). This is used to analyze convergence as a function of MD simulation-cell size.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This paper assumes a simulation cell with periodic boundary conditions. The i th atom at r i and the atom at r i + R are equivalent, and have the same trajectory r i (t). For simplicity, the primitive translation vectors R of the simulation cell ( A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ), are assumed orthogonal. For example, in the sample calculations presented later, they are taken to be N x ax, N y aŷ, N z aẑ, where a is the lattice constant, the edge-length of the fcc conventional cube. A typical cell has size (N x , N y , N z ) = (6, 6, 80) ; with 4 atoms in the conventional cube, this means 11,520 atoms. Heating is done in slabs perpendicular to the long vector A 3 . Therefore, current flows parallel to A 3 , and L = L z = | A 3 | = N z a is chosen as large as computation permits, trying to surpass the distance Λ of non-local thermal memory.
Boundaries create challenging problems. Nanoscale heat transfer is typically dominated by thermal boundary (or Kapitza) resistance 8 . For study of bulk conductivity, the aim is to reduce the influence of boundaries. One can argue 9 that periodic boundary conditions are not the most favorable way to do this. However, in this paper, the simplicity for analysis of periodicity overrules other considerations.
A further simplification follows computational necessity, and discretizes the temperature T ( r) into slab values T ( ). The slabs are layered in the A 3 -direction, and have width d = n S a where n S is a small integer and a factor of N z . The number of slabs is N S = N z /n S . Let the variable z denote distance along the A 3 -axis, perpendicular to slabs. The slab indexed by the integer occupies the interval d − d/2 < z < d + d/2. The temperature T ( ) is found from the average kinetic energy of the atoms in the 'th slab. Heat is transferred externally into the 'th cell at a volume-average rateė( ). In steady state, this is balanced by an outward flux [J( + 1/2) − J( − 1/2)]/d. Both current and temperature gradient are properties of the junction of two adjacent slabs. Their steady-state linear relation is J( + 1/2) = − κ( , )∇T ( + 1/2), where the sum runs over the N S slabs. This definition is required by linear math. Periodicity requires κ( , ) = κ( + mN S , + nN S ) and homogeneity (if the medium is in fact homogeneous) requires that κ( , ) = κ( − ). Corresponding (via a unitary Fourier transformation) to the N S distinct slabs, there are N S distinct wave-vectors q = 2πn q /N S d, indexed by integers n q and distributed in a one-dimensional Brillouin zone. In the homogeneous case, the relation is J(q) = −κ(q)∇T (q). We will use the same symbols (∇T ( ) and ∇T (q), for example) for both coordinate space and reciprocal space representations of the functions, needing the coordinate or q to clarify which representation. These ideas were introduced in Ref. 3 , where further properties are explained.
It is not hard to extend the usual derivation of the Kubo formula (ref. 10, for example) to derive a Kubo formula for κ(z, z ) or κ( , ). The classical limit is
III. DISCRETE PAIR HEATING
Here is a simple version of NEMD simulation. Energy is added only to slab = 0 at a volume-average ratė e, and extracted only from slab N S /2 at the same rate. Zhou et al. 13 did a careful study of κ for GaN by this method. They discuss, but do not completely resolve, the issue of how the answer scales with system size. Here we analyze this version with periodic boundaries ( = + N S ). Zhou et al. used rigid boundaries. Heat current J z ( +1/2) = ±(d/2)ė ≡ ±J flows across slab boundaries, the plus sign for to the right of an input and left of an output slab, and the minus sign for opposite cases. Adding periodic boundary conditions permits a simple Fourier representation of J z ,
1 − e iqd e −iqd/2 − c.c.
At q = 0, the expression [ ] in the last line of Eq.(2) needs definition; the correct value is 0, as is also true for all q's with even n q . Now let us analyze the approximate thermal conductivity,
That is, the thermal conductivity is approximated by the ratio of the actual current J, controlled by the heating rateė, to the temperature gradient −∇ z T (mid) found midway between the heat input slab ( = 0) and output slab ( = N S /2). This temperature gradient has the Fourier representation
In the case N S /4 = integer, the slab = N S /4 lies midway between heat input and output, so the temperature gradient (needed at the slab mid-point) is taken as the average of the left and right slab boundaries. This introduces the factor cos(qd/2) in the second version of Eq.(4). Finally, we substitute ∇ z T (q) = −J z (q)/κ(q) in Eq. (4), and use Eq.(2) for J z (q). Then Eq.(3) becomes
This is a surprisingly complicated relation between the size-dependent "computational" value of κ eff and the Fourier representation κ(q). by long-wavelength phonons, κ eff (for finite N S ) is a less accurate approximation to κ than κ(q min ). This motivates developing an algorithm for the direct study of κ(q).
IV. SINUSOIDAL HEATING ALGORITHM
The simulation cell, divided into slabs, is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . We want to modify the heat input profile. Instead of the two slab version, let the heat input be of the formė( ) =ė(q min ) cos(q min z( )). The temperature variation then has the form T ( ) = T 0 + ∆T cos(q min z( )). Since slab temperatures T ( ) at all N S values of are used to compute the Fourier amplitude ∆T , numerical noise averages out faster.
Equation 26 of the previous paper 3 says, for arbitrary heatingė( ), heating rate, temperature, and conductivity in Fourier space are related by (for q = 0),
For simple sinusoidal heating,ė(q) and ∆T (q) are zero except at q = q min . Then the conductivity is
This makes sense: ∆T /N S d measures the size of the temperature gradient, andėN S d, the heat input per unit area, measures the size of the heat current. The question not yet addressed is, what is a good numerical algorithm to drive the oscillatory heat input? Our method for multi-slab sinusoidal heat input is related to the Müller-Plathe 11 algorithm for discrete slab heat input. The Müller-Plathe recipe is: find the hottest atom in the cold ( = N S /2) slab, and the coldest atom in the hot ( = 0) slab. Interchange their velocities. Energy and momentum are both conserved, and the system is driven from equilibrium in a way that must be monitored. Cao and Li 12 among others, have suggested modified algorithms of this type. In our method, driving is done by spatially periodic injection and simultaneous removal of heat. Examine a slab (with 0 ≤ < N S /4), and its conjugate slab N S /2 − . The former is "hotter" than the latter becausė e( ) > 0 >ė(N S /2 − ) = −ė( ). Find the coldest atom (meaning least kinetic energy) of all atoms of mass m i in the hotter slab, denoting its velocity as v C . Find the hottest atom of the same mass in the colder slab, denoting its velocity v H . Given the large fluctuations of the Maxwell-Boltzmann ensemble, it is certain that v
Choose an appropriate velocity w and add it to the velocity v C and subtract it from v H :
The same operation should be done for the pair of slabs − and − N S /2. All slabs can be done simultaneously, or different random times can be used for different slabs. There are three criteria for an appropriate w, which uniquely fix the desired choice. (i) The cold atom's kinetic energy should increase by ∆, an energy that can be specified in advance as (ėΩ S τ ) cos(2π /N S ), where τ is the average time interval between random interventions, and Ω S is the volume of a slab. (ii) The hot atom's kinetic energy should decrease by ∆. Then both momentum and energy are conserved. Heating has the desired formė cos(2π /N S ) withė chosen not too different from k B T /Ω S τ . Trial calculations should test for the best choices ofė and τ . (iii) There is still a one-dimensional family of vectors w; from these, choose the smallest | w|, which gives the least impulse to the affected atoms.
The energy shift criteria (i) and (ii) give equations −2 v H · w + w 2 = −2∆/m ≡ −δ, and 2 v C · w + w 2 = +δ.
Adding and subtracting these equations give
a linear and a quadratic equation for w. These have a simple geometric interpretation shown in Fig. 2 . The first equation restricts the projection of w along the vector v H + v C . Geometrically, this means that w lies on the plane (shown by C, C in Fig. 2 ) perpendicular to
where the origin of w coincides with the origin of b. The second equation restricts w to the surface of a sphere of radius | v H − v C |/2, centered at the end of the vector r ≡ ( v H − v C )/2, whose origin also coincides with the origin of w. The sphere and the plane intersect on a circle, indicated by C, C in Fig.  2 . This circle is the one-dimensional family of solutions w satisfying Eqs. (9) . It is also clear from the geometry that the shortest vector w (the one that satisfies criterion (iii)) is the one shown, from O to C. This lies in the same plane as the two known vectors r and b (also the same plane as v H and v C ). Therefore
These definitions allow Eqs. (9) to be written as
The solution for w is
To derive this, substitute Eq.(10) for w in terms of the unknown coefficients α and β into the Eqs. (9) . The linear equation is used to find β in terms of α. Eliminating β in favor of α in the quadratic equation gives a quadratic equation for α. The appropriate solution is displayed in Eq. (12) . An alternate version directly in terms of the velocities v H and v C is
Notice that X in Eq.(13) has a non-negative denominator that becomes zero in an accidental event where v H and v C are parallel; X is then ill-defined, because no solution exists. An alternate pair of C and H atoms must be chosen. In the simulations reported in subsequent sections, we find that ∆ should be chosen small, making the numerator of X in Eq.(13) negative. Thus both X and α are negative, contrary to the version shown in Fig. 2 . This does not adversely affect anything.
There is a second solution, α = 1 + √ 1 − X, corresponding to the maximum | w|, designated as C in Fig.  2 . For | b| > b max , there are no real solutions. This corresponds to X > 1. The condition for the two solutions to coincide is X = 1, which agrees with b max = r(1 + cos θ), where θ is the angle between b and r. This can be understood from the right hand part of Fig. 2 , illustrating the case where the circle collapses to a point. For reasonable choices of the parameter mδ/2 = ∆, meaning values smaller than or similar to k B T /N S , solutions should always exist.
V. TEST ON LENNARD-JONES LIQUID
The LJ liquid is a simple case, used by Müller-Plathe 11 to test his algorithm. The pair potential is
The parameters for argon are /k B = 119.6K and σ =3.405Å. First, we reproduce Müller-Plathe's results, at the same (N, V, T )= 2592 atoms, ρ = N/V = 0.849/σ 3 , and T = 0.7 /k B =84K. The same simulation cell is used, of dimension 10.06 × 10.06 × 30.18 σ 3 , with periodic boundary conditions. The cut-off distance for the LJ potential is 3.0σ. We get the same answer, κ=7.1 in LJ units.
As shown in Fig. 2 of ref. 11, and confirmed by our calculation in Fig. 3 , the temperature gradient is essentially constant all the way to, and including, the slabs 0 and N S /2 = 10. This is because thermal conductivity in a liquid is very local. This can be contrasted with fig. 6 of ref. 13 or fig. 4 of ref. 3, for crystals with non-local κ. Gas theory is certainly not correct for a liquid; the concept of a mean-free path is not valid. However, we can get an idea of what happens by unlicensed use of the gas formula κ = CvΛ/3. The measured thermal conductivity of liquid argon (0.132 W/mK at temperature near 100K and pressure near 1Mbar 14, 15 ) then corresponds to a mean free path Λ ≈ 0.14Å, more than 30 times smaller than the slab separation d = 1.51σ. In other words, the non-local conductivity κ(z−z ) decays to zero by the first neighbor slab, or κ(q) is independent of q out to values of q larger than q max = π/d.
Also shown in Fig. 3 is the sinusoidal temperature profile gotten numerically from our sinusoidal heating. The computational system is unaltered. The 2592 atoms are in the same cell, divided into 20 slabs, at the same T . Sinusoidal heat N Sė between 1 and 5 /∆t is used. The interval between heat injections is ∆t = 60δt, where the time step of the "velocity Verlet" Newton's-law integration algorithm 16, 17 is δt = 0.007t LJ . The LJ unit of time for argon is t LJ = σ (m/ ) = 2.16 ps. Equilibration required 10 4 δt of constant T simulation, and T ( ) averaging was done for 2×10 5 δt; good convergence was found in 5 × 10 4 δt as shown in Fig. 4 .
To estimate errors, consider that there are 130 atoms per slab, each with mean energy k B T and rms deviation of k B T from the mean, according to Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. Thus the mean slab energy per atom, at any particular moment, should be about k B T ± k B T / √ 130 Therefore, if averaged over 100 random and independent thermalized configurations, the temperature error in a slab will be less than 1%. A run of 5 × 10 4 δt should be more than sufficient for this purpose. Fig. 3 suggests errors of order 0.001k B T in the slab temperatures.
Compared with the Müller-Plathe 11 result, both of the current ones give the same value, κ = 7.1 in LJ units, which is 0.133 W/mK, very close to the experimental value for argon, 0.132 W/mK 14, 15 . The sinusoidal algorithm gives faster convergence and a slightly more accurate final answer, as shown in 
where v Qz , τ Q , and Λ = v Qz τ Q are the group velocity, quasiparticle lifetime, and z-component of mean free path of the phonon mode of frequency ω Q . These equations solve the BTE in relaxation-time approximation (RTA; also known as the "Single Mode Approximation") for the case where heat is applied asė ∝ cos(q d). In a simulation, the relevant wave vector is q = 2π/L where L is the periodic repeat length. This can be visualized as an infinite sample divided into super cells of length L, or as a finite lattice with periodic boundary conditions (equivalent to being wrapped on a torus.) This is the style of simulation used in the calculations of secs. V and VII).
Recently there has been much progress in numerical solution of the BTE, using input parameters (phonons and anharmonic coupling) from densityfunctional theory [19] [20] [21] [22] . These methods enable careful comparison of RTA against exact solutions. For many materials, RTA answers are very accurate at room temperature, graphene 23,24 being a notable exception. Here we adopt both the RTA and the equally unrealistic Debye model. We do not expect an accurate description of κ, but we do expect that this model should give useful insight about the size-dependence of κ(q min = 2π/L), and how to extrapolate to the L → ∞ limit.
In ref.
3, Eqns. 16, 17 were approximately evaluated using a Debye model, Q being integrated over a Debye sphere. The Debye version is
where κ 0 is a convenient scale factor. It is the Debye answer for κ(q = 0), exponent p = 2), and an isotropic Q-mesh,
The mean free path increases for small Q as Q
The Debye wavevector has its usual value, (6π 2 N/Ω) 1/3 , and the exponent p is chosen to be 2.
Here, instead of integrating over the Debye sphere, we use direct numerics to do the discrete sum of Eq. 18 over the actual discrete Q-mesh in the Brillouin zone of the fcc simulation cell that will be used in the next section for the LJ crystal. That is, we use only those Q's in the fcc Brillouin zone such that exp(i Q · A i ) = 1, where A i , for i = 1, 2, 3, are the orthogonal translation vectors of the simulation supercell. As an example, the mesh used in Sec. V for the LJ liquid corresponds to A 1 = 6a(1, 0, 0), A 2 = 6a(0, 1, 0), and A 3 = 18a(0, 0, 1), where a = 1.68σ is the lattice constant of the fcc conventional cubic cell, using the liquid argon density, 0.849/σ 3 . Our simulation cells in this and the next section will be very similar, but longer in the A 3 direction, and with a readjusted to 1.56σ to give the higher density 17,25 , 1.053/σ 3 , of the low pressure LJ crystal. The corresponding Q's are the vectors G 1 + m G 2 + n G 3 of the lattice reciprocal to the A's. This is an anisotropic reciprocal-space mesh, being coarse in the directions A 1 and A 2 , but finer in the direction A 3 , corresponding to the actual distribution of normal modes of the atoms in the simulation cell of the LJ crystal (where | G 1,2 | is larger than | G 3 |.) We are guessing that the Debye model, with frequency ω Q = v| Q| for all 3 branches, and 1
2 , sufficiently captures the physics of the LJ crystal for purposes of learning how to extrapolate to infinite simulation cell size.
Results are shown in Fig. 5 and in appendices A, B, and C. The figure shows two things. First, quite smooth extrapolation to the correct q = 0 answer appears when κ(q) is plotted versus √ qa, as anticipated in Refs. 18 and 3, and clarified in Appendix A. Second, an unexpected divergence (of the form 1/ √ qa begins to appear for cells with small enough q (relative to the transverse size N x .) Specifically, the onset of the upward turn appears roughly when (qa) < 1/2N x , which corresponds to N z > 25N Convergence of κ(q) toward κ0 found by numerical summation of the Boltzmann-Debye RTA model for an anisotropic cell of size Nx = Ny equalling 2, 3, 4, and 6 (top to bottom) and Nz = 2π/qa varying from 10 to 10,000. The Q-sum in Eq. (18) is evaluated not over the Debye sphere, but over the anisotropic Q-mesh corresponding to the normal modes of the fcc crystalline LJ lattice; results are shown as solid lines. The inset shows that the small q divergence has a 1/ √ qa form with coefficient diminishing as Nx increases. The simulation results are fitted (for 50 < Nz < 1000 or .08 < (qa) < .35) to a 3-term form κ(q) ≈ A/ (qa) + B + C (qa). The fits are indicated by dots whose colors agree with the lines. The value of B (for Nx ≥ 6) is a reasonable choice for κ(q = 0). The dashed lines show the non-diverging parts κ(q) ≈ B + C (qa) of the 3-term fits. The coefficient B is the slope of the lines in the inset, and the (qa) = 0 intercept of the dashed lines on the main graph.
Appendix B. The idea for extrapolation is discussed in the caption to Fig. 5 and in Appendix C.
VII. LENNARD-JONES CRYSTAL
Unlike the LJ liquid, for an LJ crystal, phonon gas theory applies well, but only up to half the melting temperature, where higher-order anharmonic terms become important 5 . This non-Boltzmann regime is where an MD simulation is worth doing . The resulting shorter phonon mean free paths permit shorter simulation cells. We simulate crystalline LJ argon at T =80K, close to the experimental triple point (84K and 0.7 atmospheres) and atmospheric pressure melting temperature (84K).
Higher energy phonons have mean free paths a bit longer than the unit cell a = 5.32Å, which we choose to be the slab thickness d. Lower energy phonons have mean free paths Λ Q increasing, roughly as 1/ω 2 Q . The values of Λ Q are not as long as in GaN, modeled by Zhou et al. 13 . Nevertheless, doing a converged calculation by MD methods is challenging. We use this to test whether our algorithm is helpful. We use a time step of the "velocity Verlet" Newton's-law integration algorithm 16, 17 δt = 0.007t LJ for smaller-size samples, and 0.014t LJ for larger ones. 
FIG. 7.
Points are numerical NEMD, identical to those in Fig. 6 . Values of κ are shown in LJ units (κLJ = (kB/σ 2 ) ( /M )= 0.0188 W/mK). The red line is also as in Fig. 6 , a scaled RTA-Debye model with p = 2 (Eq. 18) summed using the same coarse transverse Q-mesh as the simulation cell, and varying Nz and thus q = qmin = 2π/L = 2π/Nza. Use of (qa) for the horizontal coordinate gives better linearity and a more reliable extrapolation to q = 0. The anomalous low-q behavior of the red line is discussed in Appendix B.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The algorithm of Sec. IV works smoothly and converges more rapidly than the common two-slab heating. It generates a reliable value of κ(q = 2π/L). The macroscopic conductivity, κ = Lim q→0 κ(q), found by extrapolating the long sample dimension to L → ∞, is problematic, although less so than for the discrete-slab heating algorithm. Even if Boltzmann transport theory fails because phonon mean free paths are so short that quasiparticles are not well-defined, nevertheless, Boltzmann theory should correctly model the long-wavelength phonon contribution to κ(q), which is the problematic part.
Our analysis using the BTE reveals two effects responsible for slower than expected convergence of κ(q) to κ. These are an inevitable correction which scales as (qa), and the anisotropic mesh artifact that scales as 1/[N x N y (qa)] ∝ (N z )/N x N y . These are found by numerical summation of the Boltzmann-Debye RTA version, but should faithfully model the effects seen in NEMD models. Simple graphical extrapolation to q = 0 by assuming linear behavior in √ qa is less justifiable than had been hoped, because the contamination by the 1/ (qa) term alters the appearance of the κ(q) versus (qa) graph. The cure is to be sure that the ratio (N z )/N x N y does not get too small. Appendix C discusses this further. There are reasons for mild insecurity on the issue of to what extent extrapolation is justified. On Figs. 6 and 7, the red line shows the RTA-Debye results when numerically summed over the mesh in Q associated with the harmonic normal mode basis corresponding to simulation cells. It is interesting instead to ask what analytic answers can be extracted for the dependence of κ on simulation cell size. This can be approached in several ways. In this Appendix, a large, isotropic cell is discussed (volume Ω = L 3 ). Finite size means that the wave vector q min = (2π/L)(0, 0, 1) is non-zero. The phonon wave-vector mesh Q min = (2π/L)(n x , n y , n z ) is therefore in principle discrete. However, a continuum approximation works for the present purposes, because the integrand is a smooth function of Q, and the singular correction term arises when only q is kept discrete. Equations 16 and 17, when combined, are
∂T → k B , and in Debye approximation, v Qz = v cos θ. We are interested in the minimum wavevector q = 2π/L, so cos(qd/2) → 1 and 2 sin(qd/2)Λ/d → 2πΛ/L. Then Eq. A1 becomes (for the special case p = 2)
where λ ≡ q min = 2πvτ D /L and κ 0 = 3k B v 2 τ D N/Ω. This is the Debye-RTA result for any choice of cell dimensions (N x , N y , N z ) and corresponding Q-mesh. There are two parameters, min which determines the scale of q through the relation λ = q min , and κ 0 which determines the scale of κ. In the numerical results shown in Sec. VI, Fig. 5 , and later in Appendix C, Figs. 8,9 ,10, the choices were made min = 2.45a and κ 0 = 26.44 (in LJ units). These choices were made simply to scale the numerical summations to fit the numerical simulations of Sec. VII.
For a uniform and dense mesh (i.e. a large crystal), the sum becomes an integral,
where an extra factor of 3 is for the three modes. After performing the angular integral, A2 becomes
Here the replacements have been made u = (Q/Q D ) 2 and tan −1 (1/x) = cot −1 x.
Next we assert the following identity, best proved by direct differentiation:
Now we have an answer,
It is necessary to be careful in evaluating h(1) − h(0). As we integrate u from 0 towards 1 (as in Eq.A4), all the terms in the integral, Eq.A5 have smooth behavior except the last term, tan −1 [ (2uλ)/(λ − u)]. Note that 0 < λ < 1 since L is large. Therefore, in this term, the argument of the arctangent increases from zero to +∞, where the arctangent equals π/2, then switches to −∞, with the arctangent still equal to π/2, and finally increases toward 0 from the negative side, with the arctangent approaching π from the negative side. Therefore, the value of tan
The answer is thus
Finally, at large sample size L, the smallest mean free path min = vτ D is small compared with L. The parameter λ is 2π min /L and the leading size-dependent correction is
This result confirms the conjecture of Refs. 18 and 3 that numerical result might be best extrapolated by plotting κ versus (1/L). Fig. 7 indicates that the analytic answer of Eq. A8 gives a good match to the size-dependence when L z is not too big (and q is not too small.) At smaller q there is an up-turn in the numerical Debye-RTA sum, that is not derived in the analytic integration Eq. A7. This up-turn is strongly enhanced at small transverse cell size N x N y . The problem is that the ratio L z /L x becomes very large at small q = 2π/L z . It is necessary to reconsider how Eq. A1 behaves in a finite-size crystal or simulation cell, when one dimension (L z ≡ L) gets large but the other two (L x = L y ≡ L xy ) remain small. The answer is, a new non-analytic piece occurs, and rather than converging to the L → ∞ limit as 1/ √ L (found above for the homogeneous mesh), it diverges as √ L. These results are specific to the power law relaxation
The divergence is a property of a one-dimensional wire, indicating that ballistic transport has a dominant effect in such a system. As the area L x L y of the wire increases, the divergent term in κ(q min ) decreases as a 2 /L x L y , restoring the betterbehaved homogeneous answer.
The specific system under consideration is an fcc crystal of volume N a 3 /4, where a is the conventional primitive cube size, N = 4N x N y N z is the total number of atoms, N x and N y being small integers held fixed, and N z being a large integer. We seek the behavior as N z gets very large. The conductivity is given by Eq. A2, rewritten as
where λ = 2π min /L, min being the mean free path of the highest frequency phonons. The Q-vectors are Q = (2π/a)(n x /N x , n y /N y , n z /N z ). This choice is required to make vibrational normal modes satisfy periodicity in the supercell. There are N Q-vectors in the Brillouin zone. The Debye model simplifies summation over the Brillouin zone by using the Debye sphere, with a volume equal to n times the volume of the primitive Brillouin zone, n being the number of atoms in the primitive cell, 4 for fcc. The Q-points are dense along the z direction and sparse in the others. Only the Q z -sum can be turned into an integral. It is consistent with the philosophy of the Debye model, to not use a sphere in this case, but a cube-shaped "pseudo-Brillouin zone", of volume 4 times (2π/a) 3 , containing the correct number of states. The Q z sum is then an integral, going from Q z = 0 to the boundary of the "pseudo-Brillouin zone," 4 1/3 π/a, and multiplied by 2 to cover both negative and positive Q z .
The number of terms in the Q x , Q y sum is ≈ n 2/3 N x N y , typically 50 for an MD simulation, or a few thousand for a small nanowire. Of these terms, the one which requires special attention is the Q x = Q y = 0 term. We denote this term by κ 00 (q min ),
where the variable u is Q/Q D , and the upper limit is ζ = (π/6) 1/3 . Using similar algebra to that of Appendix A, the answer is
where the indefinite integral g(u) is
Because N z is large, λ = 2π min /N z a is small, and to first order, the definite integral g(ζ) − g(0) is determined by the phase of the arctangent, and equals π/2 (2λ), insensitive to the details of the "pseudo-Brillouin zone" boundary location. Thus to leading order, the piece of κ(q) coming from the Q x = Q y = 0 part of the Q-mesh, is
The Debye model is reliable as a guide for the low frequency behavior, provided the relaxation-time approximation and the associated power law p are correct. The conclusion is a bit surprising. It indicates that if anisotropic simulation cells are used for NEMD simulation of κ, then the extrapolation to very long cells suffers from an unintended 1D singularity. The product N x N y should increase at least as rapidly as N 1/2 z to prevent this term distorting the extrapolated answer. In actual simulations, this is probably more a sobering thought than a serious warning. But the effect is real, and shows up in the Debye-model numerics shown in Figs. 6 and 7. ior. This is an artifact of too large a ratio N z /N x , not achieved in the NEMD simulations, but easily achieved in the Debye-RTA numerical sums on discrete Q-meshes. Here we show some results of a 3-term fit to the numerical Debye-RTA sums. From Appendices A and B, we are led to expect behavior of the type κ(q)/κ 0 ≈ A/ √ qa + B + C √ qa.
The coefficient A should diminish as N x N y , since it arises from only the Q x = 0 and Q y = 0 part of the normal mode spectrum, one part out of the total of N x N y Q x , Q y -values. This is tested in Fig. 8 , and found correct. Numerical summation over the Q-mesh was done for 7 choices of N x = N y , namely 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10, and for a mesh of N z ranging from the coarse value of 10 to the dense value of 10,000. The 7 resulting κ Debye (q) curves were least-squares fitted to Eq. C1. The fitting was done for the smallest q = 2π/N z a, up to a cutoff (all N z greater than a minimum value, chosen as 10, 50, or 200.) The fit is extremely accurate for the smallest q-cut (N z = 200) and least accurate for the largest (N z = 10.) The scaling with 1/N 2 x behaves just as expected. The singular up-turn at very small q is indeed an artifact of an anisotropic simulation cell, and should be avoided by not letting the ratio N z /(N x N y ) become too large.
The coefficient B is supposed to represent the true converged q → 0 limit of κ(q). Figure 9 shows how this coefficient behaves as the transverse dimension increases. For N x = N y = 10, the Debye-RTA calculation is converged to 96% or better, no matter what range of q is used for least-squares fitting. Even down to N x = N y = 5, the value of B is 95% of the bulk value 1, provided all cell sizes down to the smallest (N z = 10) are included in the least-squares fit, whereas, if only small q's (N z > 200) are used, convergence is a lot slower. This odd result   FIG. 9 . The expected q → 0 limit of Debye-RTA numerical sums corresponds to coefficient B → 1, which happens nicely as the transverse cell size is increased to 10 × 10. The fact that it happens most quickly when even short cells Nz = 10 are included in the fit, suggests fortuitous error cancellation.
indicates that the improved convergence found by fitting the less relevant large q's is likely to be partially a result of a fortuitous cancellation of errors.
Finally, the leading finite size effect for bulk κ(q) is contained in the term C (qa). This term comes longwavelength phonons whose mean-free path exceeds the cell size unless the cell is large in all three directions. This negative contribution to κ is apparently suppressed when the cell becomes more anisotropic. Simultaneously the diverging term is getting larger. These seem to accidentally compensate, making the NEMD answers better than the true convergence estimates lead one to expect. This is nicely illustrated in Fig. 5 , which shows that for N z not too big (0.22 < (qa) < 0.5, corresponding to 25 < N z < 130), the curve of κ(q) versus (qa) is remarkably independent of N x and appears to point smoothly to the correct extrapolated value of κ 0 . The more careful fitting to the 3-term expression gives extrapolated values shown by the dotted lines, which converge well for meshes N x ≥ 6, but not as rapidly as the less careful extrapolation. The prescription for extrapolation of NEMD with realistic simulation cells seems to be, don't use meshes with N x = N y much smaller than 6, and extrapolate linearly if numerical results appear linear when plotted against (qa) ∝ 1/ (N z ).
